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Samsung voice assistant turn off s9

Once the Screen Reader has been activated, the process of controlling your smartphone will change, making it harder to accidentally tap the screen and add useful features for visually impaired users. When you interact with an item on the screen, a rectangular focus box will surround it. You can then use
tap and swipe gestures to control focus. To hear what's directly under your finger: Tap and drag your finger around the sce To activate an item: double-tap with one finger To move the focus box to another item on the screen: Swipe left or right with one finger To move to the next or previous page: Swipe
left or right with two fingers To scroll up or down the list: Swipe up or down with two fingers To scroll up or down through the screen: with one finger, swipe left to right to scroll up or right and then left to scroll down To move the focus box to the top or bottom of the page: Swipe one finger up and down to
move to the first item , or then up to go to the last one You can find out more about how you interact with and use Screen Reader by filling in the screen reader tutorial. I managed to turn on the voice assistant, and now, no matter what, I can't turn it off again. It has taken over my phone and I have spent at
least two hours trying to turn it off. For fear of throwing the phone through a window, I've put it down and gone to do some gardening!!!! How in gods name it can be so hard to turn off an opportunity. The phone tells me to lock the screen by swiping with two fingers to unlock the screen.. I've done that. I
open the quick settings but can't find any way to disable voice assistant. A window that represents voice assistant appears. I press this twice and a voice says something like Review shadow something I touch sends me to a blank page with: Enter the password instead of using fingerprint recognition after



rebooting device to protect fingerprints. After trying dozens of time to enter the password, I found that a password can be entered by pressing a letter or number and hitting the keyboard to the rhs of the post box twice!!! This I will go on to do many times and every time the password was rejected and
occasionally a voice would waffle on about the edit box entry password I've had smartphones since they came out, albeit, iPhones and have never encountered such a ridiculous problem!!!!! I thought I had bought a smart phone, not an enig pass machine! I love the S7 Edge, but really, it's ridiculous.
Please help. 05-29-2016 10:10 Am Indstillinger&gt;Tilbesynlighed&gt;Vision&gt;Voice Assistant&gt;Off 05-29-2016 10:15 Ligesom 0 I I same problem. As long as the voice assistant is enabled, press any button once to select it (at that moment the voice assistant tells you what the button is for), and then
twice again to perform it. So three times in total. So to begin with, to enter your password, you press each character three times. Then press 'Done' three times. Then, go to Settings by tapping it three times, etc: Settings-&gt;Burden-&gt;Vision-&gt;Voice Assistant-&gt;Off. Annie Bo-Bannie likes this. 02-03-
2017 06:04 Like 1 There seems to be some interference with Facebook messenger that causes this .try in installing messenger of Facebook and then Facebook app. If this works then just use the web version of Facebook by making sure you have chrome installed. Goto Facebook login page. Select and
tap the 3 dots in the upper-right corner. From the drop-down menu, choose Add to Start screen. 04-26-2017 07:02 Like 0 I managed to turn on the voice assistant and now, no matter what, can not turn it off again. It has taken over my phone and I have spent at least two hours trying to turn it off. For fear of
throwing the phone through a window, I've put it down and gone to do some gardening!!!! How in gods name it can be so hard to turn off an opportunity. The phone tells me to lock the screen by swiping with two fingers to unlock the screen.. I've done that. I open the quick settings but can't find any way to
disable voice assistant. A window that represents voice assistant appears. I press this twice and a voice says something like Review shadow something I touch sends me to a blank page with: Enter the password instead of using fingerprint recognition after rebooting device to protect fingerprints. After
trying dozens of time to enter the password, I found that a password can be entered by pressing a letter or number and hitting the keyboard to the rhs of the post box twice!!! This I will go on to do many times and every time the password was rejected and occasionally a voice would waffle on about the edit
box entry password I've had smartphones since they came out, albeit, iPhones and have never encountered such a ridiculous problem!!!!! I thought I had bought a smart phone, not an enig pass machine! I love the S7 Edge, but really, it's ridiculous. Please help. Hi! Have you solved this case? I have the
same problem - can not validate the password because when you type the letters in my password, they actually do not work ... 07-27-2017 11:48 Hi! Have you solved this case? I have the same problem - can not validate password because when you type the letters in my password, they don't actually
Read the previous entries. Press each button twice. All the necessary answers are in the first 2 replies. 07-28-2017 12:34 Like 0 hello! I pressed every button as you said - almost all night long It doesn't work - it stays blocked on a letter... I press the letter a, and then press the letter b = but it shows the
letter a, instead of b... when you try to delete it with backspace, it shows letters instead... as when the keyboard does not work properly anymore ... I will go to a Samsung service and I will get back to you with their solution... Damn! Thank you - and I'll be back soon (hope with better news) 07-28-2017
02:36 Like 0 Samsung service center solved this drug within less than 1 min! The front desk girl did not know what to do, suggested reinstalling software - but after I told her how to double press every letter of my password - she went back door and said that to a specialist ... in less than 30 sec she brought
my phone back. So... big thanks for this post &amp; help! 07-28-2017 09:45 Like 0 See this I have done this for you 08-12-2017 10:07 Like 0 Samsung service center solved this drug within less than 1 min! The front desk girl did not know what to do, suggested reinstalling software - but after I told her how
to double press every letter of my password - she went back door and said that to a specialist ... in less than 30 sec she brought my phone back. So... big thanks for this post &amp; help! I'll fix it for all of you. My problem was I was accidentally turning the Voice Assistant on because my Otterbox for my
GS8+ made the power button hard to press and I was accidentally pressing up the volume button at the same time when applying the power. I solved it by going to Settings/Accessibility/Direct Access and then in this screen switching out Voice Assitant. This disabled the stupid feature that turns it on when
you hold power and up volume buttons at the same time. At least it works for now. The way settings seem to change back on its own with this phone that knows if it will last. But FYI lets you turn Voice Assistant back by also holding power and up volume buttons at the same time. 09-26-2017 11:35 A.M. I
just regretted my phone. I had the same problem and I restarted the phone as well. So on the second time I restarted the phone, I kept the Bixby button, upper volume control and the power button so I reset my phone like a brand new phone. It has avoided this problem and I didn't lose anything on my
phone as well. 10-04-2017 12:13 Like 0 newer phones are in settings --&gt; accessibility - &gt; vision - &gt;voice assistant no such thing as 10-08-2017 12:42 Like 0 I'm late to the party but had a hell of a time to figure out how to turn this off if we talk about the same thing, it's called TalkBack and can be
disabled by keeping both the volume up and volume down the button for three seconds simultaneously. 10-20-2017 02:09 Like 0 Settings&gt;Visibility&gt;Vision&gt;Voice Assistant&gt;Off Thank you, but it doesn't work. It has disabled my keyboard and also I can't press any buttons. So imo, it is absolutely
useless. What's next? 01-15-2018 10:52 Like 0 I managed to turn the voice assistant on and now, no matter what, can not turn it off again. It has taken over my phone and I have spent at least two hours trying to turn it off. For fear of throwing the phone through a window, I've put it down and gone to do
some gardening!!!! How in gods name it can be so hard to turn off an opportunity. The phone tells me to lock the screen by swiping with two fingers to unlock the screen.. I've done that. I open the quick settings but can't find any way to disable voice assistant. A window that represents voice assistant
appears. I press this twice and a voice says something like Review shadow something I touch sends me to a blank page with: Enter the password instead of using fingerprint recognition after rebooting device to protect fingerprints. After trying dozens of time to enter the password, I found that a password
can be entered by pressing a letter or number and hitting the keyboard to the rhs of the post box twice!!! This I will go on to do many times and every time the password was rejected and occasionally a voice would waffle on about the edit box entry password I've had smartphones since they came out,
albeit, iPhones and have never encountered such a ridiculous problem!!!!! I thought I had bought a smart phone, not an enig pass machine! I love the S7 Edge, but really, it's ridiculous. Please help. Man, I can't even get it to let me use the keyboard.... The keyboard is not coming up! Also I can not get
buttons to work on the screen. Nothing happens when I try to touch something!!! This Samsung Galaxy 4, a neighbor lent it to me! How do I turn it off!!!! Pleeeease someone help me fix it please 01-15-2018 11:02 Like 0 0 I had this problem for the last 2 days and it was furious but finally figured out how to
turn it off. It seemed like Voice Assistant was turned on randomly the whole time, but I realized that it was always when I touched the side buttons; turns out that there was a shortcut on my phone so that by pressing power and volume up page buttons at the same time, it would activate voice assistant. To
turn off: Go to Settings - &gt; Accessibility - &gt; Direct Access, and then turn off Voice Assistant, it shouldn't happen again! 01-20-2018 06:01 Like 0 I had this problem in the last 2 days and it was furious but finally figured out how to turn it off. It seemed like Voice Assistant was turned on randomly the
whole time, but I realized that it was always when I touched the side buttons; turns out that there was a shortcut on my phone so that by pressing power and volume up page buttons at the same time, it would activate voice assistant. To turn off: Go to Settings - &gt; Accessibility - &gt; Direct Access, and
then turn off Voice Assistant, it shouldn't happen again! It is impossible to do this if you have a password. Even if I tick twice the keyboard, the system will not recognize the right keys. I had forgotten what a **** ty system Android is. Literally I have less than a week with this tablet and it is already broken.
I'm out searching for a Samsung technician on Monday and probably just returning it. 01-21-2018 03:31 Like 0 This video is in Spanish, but it shows (2:00) how to press each letter of the password. It is a pressure-wait until it is recognized by the voice, then two taps and such for each letter. I was lucky to
enter and disable as I have a long password. But it's incredibly upsetting. Good luck to anyone who encounters this error: 01-21-2018 03:51 Like 1 very easily took me several hours to find the way but this will work to turn it off and remove the speech back icon &gt;&gt; yes go to apps and just force stop
talk back appts and it stops and the icon goes away for 02-07-2018 06:28 Like 0 had this problem. tried all the 2 presses 3 presses options offered. but even though I got through all that. comouter said wrong password. so I succeeded with the side faucet option described above. tap your password letter,
and then press two next to the edit box. I was thus able to control what was input - a complicated password in double letters - and satisfy voice assistants 3 press requirements. thanks so much for for Solution. 04-18-2018 07:04 Like 0 it was Kmk25. thanks Kmk25. 04-18-2018 07:06 Like 0 I came across
the same problem. As long as the voice assistant is enabled, press any button once to select it (at that moment the voice assistant tells you what the button is for), and then twice again to perform it. So three times in total. So to begin with, to enter your password, you press each character three times. Then
press 'Done' three times. Then, go to Settings by pressing it three times, etc: Settings-&gt;Appealing-&gt;Vision-&gt;Voice Assistant-&gt;Off. Omg! Thanks for this! It took a while to figure out the double interception - thought I should pay an arm and a leg and have the phone wiped out when it got stuck on
the voice assistant and on the lock screen! I also wasn't double pressing ok afterwards. Finally got into my phone after almost 2 days. I can't thank you enough! 08-06-2018 12:13 Like 0 I recently discovered the easy solution to this problem. One poster above noted this, but most people seem to be
ignoring it. Samsung, or Android?, has created a quick voice assistant fast setting that's easy to accidentally turn on if you're carrying your phone in a pocket. The on/off button is to press the power button on the right side of the phone and the Up Volume button on the left side of the phone simultaneously!!!
Pressing these buttons at the same time turns the voice assistant on and off. No need to go through all the double taps and 2-finger dragging through menu items. It does not appear that Samsung itself knows that this is an option, but since no reference is made to this shortcut in any documentation or on
Samsung's website about this issue. If you have accidentally grooved the Voice Assistant, simply press the power button and the Up volume button at the same time, of which the voice assistant turns off. I haven't found a way to permanently disable this feature yet though. 08-25-2018 01:10 Like 0 O.K., I
just found another way to turn nightmare selection off. This is compared to an S9. That's what I did. Press the power button to see the messages locked, but on the screen. One of my messages was to say Voice Assistant turned 'on' press to turn off'. Double-tap this. You must then unlock the phone if it is
locked. I had Enabled. When unlocked potentially via the very painful methods described in these posts, you are then presented with the option to turn off Voice Assistant by your default default Screen. Read the instructions under Voice Assistant from button. They basically said hold the button to highlight
voice assistant then double press to turn off. Hopefully by this time your nightmare is over. Can't write profanity I feel about how hard Samsumg has done this to switch off. Good luck. 10-01-2018 04:08 Like 0 The video posted by chincilla shows exactly what you need to do. You'll need 3 press sign-in
method, as several have mentioned, and you'll need a two finger swipe (drag) to move around the screens (I was using a single finger swipe and get anywhere). Go to Settings, and depending on your phone, choose Accessibility or Direct Access or Vision to access Voice Assistant. Mine showed that it
was off, so I turned it on and turned it off again, and the nightmare was over. I got my phone back. 10-27-2018 01:02 Like 0 0
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